A rebuke goes deeper into a man of
understanding than a
hundred blows into a fool.
Proverbs 17:10 (ESV)
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ne of the hardest things to receive in life is rebuke. As humans, we are hardwired for acceptance and affirmation. We would much rather prefer praise of our efforts, announcements of joy over
our successes, high fives for how we crushed it at
work, or finished a project.
We don’t naturally want to own a failure or flaw. Criticism of our blind spots or learning about the impacts
of our sin toward others is a crushing blow, but it will
turn into a hundred pointless blows if we are foolish.
If we have lived any amount of time, we have come to
realize that rebuke is a necessary element of growth.
As fallen people, we cannot exhaustively examine ourselves. Our view of ourselves is typically much higher
than those around us who have a different perspective.

Imagine being at an event and accidentally sitting in
some ketchup with white shorts on. If it wasn’t that
much ketchup, we wouldn’t even realize the back of
our shorts were stained. We would get up and walk
around, never realizing we had a stain. We would really appreciate the one who took the risk of kindly
approaching us and letting us know of the stain. We
would understand that they didn’t tell us in order to
make themselves look better, they genuinely cared
about us.
Rebukes in life are absolutely critical to our growth.
There are secret sins that others may see in our
lives more clearly than we can. Looking in the mirror wouldn’t help us see the ketchup stain, it is hidden
from our sight. In the same way God places others in
our life to help us identify what we cannot see. We
can respond irate, angry and callous towards others

rebuke of our lives and self-justify that they are the
ones who don’t get it. But God says our understanding
of the powerful tool of rebuke demonstrates that we
are people of understanding. A fool continually justifies himself and dismisses that there is anything wrong
with him. The more rebuke comes his way, the more
he builds up an impenetrable wall and becomes incapable of seeing his flaws. God calls this person a fool.

– Reflection Question –
How have you received rebuke from others lately?
Do you tend to self-justify that “they” are the ones
who are missing it, or do you ask God to examine your
heart and show you what areas you need to grow?
Read Hebrews 12:5-6

